
Chancy Accuracy and Imprecise Credence

Accuracy-first epistemology is the view that norms of epistemic rationality can
be explained in terms of the aimof accurate belief. Some epistemologists hold that in
the face of unspecific or ambiguous evidence, rationality requires having imprecise
credences. Can this normbe justified in terms of the aimof accuracy? Will our belief
states tend to be more accurate if we respond to ambiguous or unspecific evidence
with imprecise credences?

There are different possible ways of measuring the accuracy of imprecise cre-
dences. And there are different decision rules that might apply when epistemic
options are imprecise. Only some accuracy measures, paired with only some de-
cision rules, will recommend imprecision. But vindicating imprecision as such is
not the aim. The question is: can we vindicate the kind of imprecise credences that
are thought to be rationally required?

One common epistemic motivation for imprecise credences is to accommodate
the so-called “Chance Grounding Thesis”, which says that a rational agent’s spread
of credence should cover the range of chance hypotheses left open by the agent’s ev-
idence. I offer an epistemic utility theoretic argument for chance-grounded impre-
cise credences. My proposal uses relatively intuitive accuracymeasures and decision
rules, but reinterprets vindication (ideal accuracy) as chancy instead of alethic.1

1 Background

Epistemic utility theory is a form of epistemologized decision theory, wherein the
rationality of credal states is determined by their tendency to promote a specifically
epistemic form of utility. Epistemic utility is typically claimed to be characterized in
terms of gradational accuracy. Accuracy first-epistemology aims to provide a vin-
dication of various epistemic norms as means to the end of accuracy. These norms
include probabilism (de Finetti, 1974, Joyce, 1998, 2009, Leitgeb & Pettigrew, 2010),
conditionalization (Greaves & Wallace, 2006; Leitgeb & Pettigrew, 2010), versions
of the principal principle (Pettigrew, 2012), the principle of indifference (Pettigrew,
2014), and others.

Epistemic utility theory uses the following tools:

1 Caveat: the author of this paper is skeptical of the claim that imprecise credences are ever epistemically
required, and also has reservations about the idea that norms of epistemic rationality derive from their
conduciveness to accurate mental states.
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◦ Credence function: a function from propositions to real numbers in the unit
interval. Call the space of possible credence functions over an algebra A of
propositions C.

◦ Vindication function: a function frompropositions to real numbers, relative to
which credal states’ accuracy ismeasured. An alethic vindication function is a
characteristic function of a possible world: it specifies, for every proposition,
whether that proposition is true (1) or false (0) at the world.

◦ For an algebra A of possible worlds propositions, each w has an alethic vin-
dication function, vw : A → {, }. Call the space of alethic vindication
functions V.

◦ A precise local inaccuracy measure is a function from credence functions and
propositions and vindication functions to real numbers, representing the de-
gree of inaccuracy the credence a credence function lends to a proposition at
a vindicator (here, a world):

I : C × A× V → R[,∞]

◦ A precise global inaccuracymeasure is a function from credence functions and
vindication functions to real numbers, representing the total degree of inac-
curacy of the credence at a vindicator:

Ig : C × V → R[,∞]

In order to count as an inaccuracy measure, a utility function should meet cer-
tain constraints. Here are two candidate weak, intuitive constraints on alethic inac-
curacy measures:

Vindication-directedness: For credence functions c and d, if c’s credences are at at
least as close to vw as d’s and sometimes closer,2 then Ig(c, vw) < Ig(d, vw).)

Nontriviality: for all c, d ∈ C, if c(A) = vw(A) for all A that c is defined over, and
there is some A that c is defined over s.t. d(A) ̸= vw(A), then Ig(c, vw) <
Ig(d, vw).3

2 I.e. for all A ∈ A, |vw(A) − c(A)| ≤ |vw(A) − d(A)| with inequality between c(A) and d(A) for at
least one A. (This is a generalization of Joyce’s (2009) truth-directedness. Joyce characterized “at least
as close to the truth” as: either d(A) ≥ c(A) ≥ v(A) or d(A) ≤ c(A) ≤ v(A). I characterize it in
terms of difference because this generalization extends to cases where credences can fall on either side
of their vindicator.

3 This is a generalization of Pettigrew’s (2012) Nontriviality constraint. Pettigrew’s constraint presup-
poses that vindicator functions are defined over the same algebras of propositions as the relevant
credence functions.
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On to imprecise credences.
Many have argued, against traditional Bayesianism, that rational subjects typi-

cally have imprecise credences. Instead of sharp, real number values like .4, rational
agents have credences that are spread out over multiple real numbers, e.g. intervals
like [., .]. This claim is intended to be normative: even idealized agents with-
out our cognitive limitations sometimes shouldn’t have sharp credences. Epistemic
rationality sometimes demands imprecise credences: they are the appropriate re-
sponse to evidence that’s unspecific or ambiguous.4

I’ll represent imprecise credences with sets of precise credences.
Some notation:

◦ I’ll use c for (precise) credence functions and C for (precise or imprecise)
credal states.

◦ C(A) = {x : c(A) = x for some c ∈ C}.5

2 Inaccuracy of imprecise credence

2.1 False start

Is there an intuitive notion of the inaccuracy of an imprecise credence? In epistemic
utility theory, the notion of gradational accuracy is intuitively glossed as “distance
from truth.” But how can this extend to imprecise credences?

Consider the following analogy: what’s the distance betweenCandleCafe (which
is situated at a particular street corner) and Central Park (which is extended over
many blocks)? If you ask a local, they are likely to tell you: four blocks. Similarly,
one might ask: what’s the distance between the Metropolitan Museum and Central
Park? The natural answer: none. The Metropolitan Museum is in Central Park.

If we take seriously the distance metaphor (and it’s a good question whether we
should), and interpret it according to ordinary language (also questionable), then
the distance between an individual and a set is the minimum distance between the
individual and the closest member of the set.

In the case of imprecise credences, then, the inaccuracy of an imprecise credence
in a proposition A at a world w will be determined by the upper credence in C(A)
if vw(A) =  and the lower credence in C(A) if vw(A) = .

4 See e.g. Levi (1974, 1980, 1985), Walley (1991), Joyce (2005, 2010), Weatherson (2008), Sturgeon
(2008), Hájek & Smithson (2012), and Moss (2014).

5 Following Joyce, I useC ambiguously as a set of probability functions and a function frompropositions
to a set of real numbers.
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On this interpretation of accuracy, how can an agent avoid possessing accuracy
dominated credences? By adopting maximally imprecise credences. The only cre-
dence function that is accuracy nondominated will be the credence function such
that, for all A ∈ A except ⊤ and ⊥, C(A) = [, ].

This generates an unattractive epistemic norm:

Imprecise skepticism. Rationality requiresmaximally imprecise credence in all con-
tingent propositions.

Obvious objection: shouldn’t an epistemic utility theoretic defense of imprecise cre-
dences make them appropriately responsive to evidence?

Let’s suppose an agent in this state sometimes updates on (factive) information,
such that (somehow)6 her credence in the information goes to 1 and its negation to 0.
Relative to the space of possibilities compatible with the agent’s evidence, assigning a
credence other than [, ] to some contingent propositions—namely, those the agent
learns—will no longer be weakly dominated. And so it’ll be rationally permissible
to have credence 1 or 0 in some contingent propositions.

Still: there’ll be no rational uncertainty state other than a state with 0 as its lower
credence and 1 as its upper credence. It will never be permissible to have credence
.5, or [., .], or anything other than 0, 1, or [, ].

More generally, wemight question: does this conception of inaccuracymotivate
the right kind of imprecise credences? Can it accommodate the motivations for the
view that imprecise credences can be rationally required?

2.2 Epistemically required imprecise credences

A common motivation for rational imprecise credences comes from examples like
Mystery Coin:

Mystery Coin

You have a coin that was made at a factory where they can make coins
of pretty much any bias. You have no idea whatsoever what bias your
coin has. What should your credence be that when you toss the coin,
it’ll land heads?

The proponent of imprecise credences holds that it’s rationally inappropriate to
have credence .5 in heads, relative to this background information. Credence .5 is

6 Note that if she updates in this way, she violates conditionalization, since for every contingent A in
A, her prior credal state contained a credence function that assigned A credence 1 and another that
assigned it credence 0. So if she conditionalizes all c ∈ C on incoming evidence, where such an update
is defined, her imprecise credal state will still have 0 and 1 as its lower and upper bounds.
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appropriate for agents with more evidence about the coin, i.e. agents who know the
coin is fair. But with a mystery coin, the proponent of imprecise credences says, the
only rational response is to spread your credence in heads over the possible objective
chances of heads.

Most proponents of the evidential argument endorse or presuppose something
like the Chance Grounding Thesis.7

Chance GroundingThesis. Rational imprecise credences cover the range of evi-
dentially possible chance hypotheses.8

My interpretation: for each propositionA, evidence determines some set of possible
chances of A at an appropriate time t. A rational agent’s upper credence in A will be
equal to the upper evidentially possible chance of A at t, and her lower credence in
A will be equal to the lower evidentially possible chance of A at t.

Suppose you accept the Chance Grounding Thesis. You might hope for some-
thing more than an accuracy-based argument for why imprecise credences are in
some circumstances or other rationally required. You might want there to be an
accuracy-based argument in favor of the right kind of imprecise credences—namely,
those that satisfy the Chance Grounding Thesis.

For example, Konek (forthcoming) argues that, with a certain formof numerical
inaccuracy measure for imprecise credences and a certain form of decision rule,
imprecise credences are epistemically required. On Konek’s view, the inaccuracy of
an imprecise credal state is determined by some weighted average of the maximal
and minimal inaccuracy of credence functions that are elements of the credal state.
(Which weighting? On Konek’s view, the weighting captures an agent’s degree of
epistemic “conservativity”: the degree to which they value seeking truth weighed
against shunning error.) Konek defends a family of decision rules for imprecise
credences, the Hurwicz criteria, which assign options a number on the basis of the
weighted average of each option’s best and worst possible outcomes. These decision
rules differ only in the weightings they use. As with Konek’s inaccuracy measure,

7 Most explicitly perhaps in Walley (1991) Joyce (2005, 2010), Hájek & Smithson (2012). Joyce (2010)
disputes an aspect of the thesis, but I take him to accept a subtly modified version of the thesis. His
caveat: suppose in the mystery coin case, you have additional information that the coin was chosen
randomly, and that for every coin with bias β, there was an equal chance of choosing a coin with
bias  − β. In this case, he accepts that it’s rational to have precise credence .5, even though, in once
sense, you have no idea what the chances are. It seems to me that you do have chance information:
in particular, information that before the coin was selected, the chances of heads was .5. So you have
chance information about a different time, when the information was more informative. This will be
important later in the paper.

8 Named by (White, 2009).
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the weighting in the decision rule is meant to capture the agent’s degree of epistemic
conservativity.

The predictions of his view make the degree of imprecision that rational cre-
dences have a function of how much an agent values proximity to the truth and dis-
values distance from error. The view does not take into account the character of an
agent’s evidence and the extent to which it is informative about objective chances.9

What kind of epistemic utility theory can justify imprecise credences that are
chance-grounded?

3 First pass proposal

First, we introduce the notion of chancy vindication. Full belief is vindicated by
truth; precise credence, I suggest, is vindicated by matching chance.10 Here are
some possible justifications:

First, the notion of vindication is perhaps best understood in terms of objective
correctness. Full belief in A is objectively correct iff A is true. Can there be a sim-
ilar notion of objective correctness for credences? As Hájek (manuscript) argues,
objective chance might be the best candidate. Hájek offers a thought experiment:
suppose some event E has chance .3 at t. And at t, Avital has credence .3 in E; Ben
has credence 1. Then at t′ E occurs. Whose credence was more accurate at t? There
is a sense, Hájek argues, in which Ben’s credence in E was objectively incorrect and
Avital’s was objectively correct. 11

Second, on some views of future contingents, future contingent propositions
have indeterminate truth values.12 And on some views of chance, only future con-
tingent propositions are chancy. If these two views are correct, then when a propo-
sition A has nontrivial chance, its truth value is indeterminate. When a proposition
has no determinate truth value, it has no determinate alethic inaccuracy; arguably,
it has no alethic inaccuracy at all. So the inaccuracy of one’s credence in a chance
proposition can only be assessed relative to its chance. Its chance is as close as it gets
to a truth value.

9 Another possible challenge to Konek’s view: it uses different decision rules for priors and subsequent
credal states. It’s unclear what justifies this distinction—why there should be separate epistemic norms
for superbabies. The view I propose does not have this feature, though it may avoid it only by dodging
the question of how the space of epistemic possibilities contracts.

10 This hypothesis is endorsed, for different purposes, by Pettigrew (2012).
11 Joyce suggests that this view is prima facie plausible in his (1998 and 2009): “Having a credence far

from a proposition’s objective chance seems like a defect even if that credence is close to the proposi-
tion’s truth-value” (2009, 274).

12 E.g. Belnap & Green 1994.
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Finally, there are possible cases where an agent’s precise credence in A affects
the chance of A such that they match. (See Greaves 2014, Carr manuscript). Truth-
directedness dictates that the agent, informed of this situation, must have credence 1
or 0 in the proposition to avoid accuracy domination. Butmany find it intuitive that
in these circumstances, any credence in A is rationally permissible. We can accom-
modate this intuition in accuracy first epistemology by allowing that all are equally
accurate—but in that case, we are measuring accuracy as distance from chance, not
distance from truth.

My suggestion: instead of characteristic functions of worlds, our vindication
functions should be chance functions. That is: we should evaluate credences’ accu-
racy relative to chances.

3.1 Chancy inaccuracy

I assume that I satisfies chancy versions of Truth-Directedness and Nontriviality,
where the vindication functions are chances.

Local imprecise inaccuracy will be set-valued:

I(C,A, ch) = {I(c,A, ch) : c ∈ C}

From here, we can define the upper and lower inaccuracy of an imprecise credence:

I−(C,A, ch) =min
c∈C

I(c,A, ch)

I+(C,A, ch) =max
c∈C

I(c,A, ch)

Global imprecise inaccuracy: the set of global precise inaccuracies.

Ig(c, ch) =
∑
A∈A

I(c,A, ch)

I−
g (C, ch) =min

c∈C
Ig(c, ch)

I+
g (C, ch) =max

c∈C
Ig(c, ch)

3.2 Evidence-relativity

I’m not going to provide an update rule. I’ll just assume that evidence eliminates
chance functions from the state space.13

13 Onemightwonder howevidence could do this: howone could ever learnwith certainty any facts about
non-trivial chances. The possibility (and perhaps typicality) of doing so seems to be a commitment of
the imprecise credence view that accepts any version of the Chance Grounding Thesis.
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I stipulate for the decision rules that the state space relevant for our epistemic
decision rules is the space of evidentially possible chance functions E, rather than
the total space of possible chance functions.14

3.3 Decision rule

Now, we can formulate decision rules for pursuing accuracy with imprecise cre-
dences. First candidate:

Lower-Dominance Avoidance: it is irrational to adopt a credal state that is weakly
lower-dominated.

C weakly lower-dominates D iff at each ch ∈ E, I−
g (C, ch) ≤ I−

g (D, ch) and
for some ch ∈ E, I−

g (C, ch) < I−
g (D, ch)

Any state that contains all evidentially possible chance functions will have min-
imal lower inaccuracy at every ch ∈ E. Lower dominance avoidance ensures that
rational credal states contain all evidentially possible chance hypotheses.

But some lower-inaccuracy nondominated credal states exhibit more impreci-
sion than is evidentially appropriate. So lower dominance avoidance permits ig-
noring information by, e.g., having maximally imprecise credences even where evi-
dence entails chance information. When the evidence is informative about chance,
a rational agent shouldn’t wallow in uncertainty. In short, lower dominance avoid-
ance is too permissive.

To reflect this intuition (such as it is), we add a second (sub-)rule:

Upper-Dominance Avoidance: it is irrational to adopt a credal state that is weakly
upper-dominated.

C weakly upper-dominates D iff at each ch ∈ E, I+
g (C, ch) ≤ I+

g (D, ch) and
for some ch ∈ E, I+

g (C, ch) < I+
g (D, ch)

Adding upper dominance avoidance ensures that credal states are no more impre-
cise than the Chance Grounding Thesis requires.

And so we arrive at a lexicographic decision rule:

Lower-Then-Upper Dominance Avoidance: it is irrational to adopt D if either

(i) D is lower-dominated, or

(ii) D is upper-dominated by any credal state that is not lower-dominated.

14 This sort of stipulation is standard in practical decision theory but not epistemic decision theory.
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3.4 Toy case

Let’s walk through how this proposal handles a simplified version of the mystery
coin case. Suppose the coin could be fair, and could have a bias .2 or .8 toward
heads. All other chance hypotheses are incompatible with total evidence.

ch ch ch

H .2 .5 .8

T .8 .5 .2

Now, let’s define an agent’s upper and lower credence in a proposition:

c(A) =max
c∈C

c(A)

c(A) =min
c∈C

c(A)

The Chance Grounding Thesis entails that the rational credal state contains cre-
dence functions equivalent to ch, ch, and ch15 and is such that c(H) = c(T) = .
and c(H) = c(T) = .. Call one such state C.16

I−
g (C, ch) = I−

g (C, ch) = I−
g (C, ch) = 

C will have minimal lower inaccuracy, and hence will be lower-non-dominated.
Any credal state D that doesn’t include all epistemically possible chance functions
will have positive inaccuracy at some possible chance function. So according to
Nontriviality, its inaccuracy will not be minimal.

Now consider the credal states that are lower-nondominated. Suppose some
credal state D contains ch, ch, and ch, but is such that d(H) < c(H). Then its
local upper inaccuracy for H is greater than C’s at ch and ch. What about ch?

◦ SupposeI+(d,H, ch) ≤ I+(ch,H, ch). BecauseD is lower nondominated,
it contains ch, and so its upper inaccuracy at ch is the same as C’s.

◦ Suppose I+(d,H, ch) > I+(ch,H, ch). ThenD’s upper local inaccuracy is
greater than C’s upper local inaccuracy.

15 Henceforth I’ll assume for simplicity that all ch are only defined over propositions that the relevant
credence functions are also defined over.

16 I don’t take a stand on the structure of imprecise credences—whether they’re determined by upper and
lower credences in each proposition orwhether they’remore structured. Depending on howwemodel
imprecise credences, the Chance GroundingThesismay be interpreted as permissive or impermissive.
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So relative to all three chance functions, I+(D,H, chi) ≥ I+(C,H, chi), with in-
equality in at least two cases.

For the same reasons, D’s local upper inaccuracy for T can’t be lower than C’s,
hence can’t offset D’s local upper inaccuracy for H in the computation of global
upper inaccuracy. So D is weakly upper-dominated, and therefore inadmissible ac-
cording to the decision rule under discussion. (Mutatismutandis for c(H), c(T), c(T).)
Of the lower-nondominated credal states, C’s upper inaccuracy is minimal.

In general, a credal state satisfies lower-then-upper dominance avoidance iff it
also satisfies the Chance Grounding Thesis.

Note: with this toy case, we can also illustrate why, in order to predict the
Chance Grounding Thesis, we need a lexicographic rule (lower-then-upper dom-
inance, in that order) rather than simply the conjunction of lower and upper dom-
inance. Suppose we apply upper dominance first. Then a precise credence function
equal to ch would upper-dominate C. Indeed, all imprecise credences would be
upper-dominated by the precise credence function determined by the midpoints
between the upper and lower evidentially possible chances for each proposition.

4 Complications

4.1 Evidence about different times

Problem #1

Suppose at t you know that a fair coin will be tossed out of your view.
Later, at t, you know that ch(H) =  or 1, but you don’t know which.

Lower-then-upper dominance avoidance apparently requires adopting a credal state
at t such that c(H) =  and c(H) = . But intuitively, credence .5 in H is rational.

Fans of imprecise credence treat imprecision as constituting, in some sense,
more uncertainty than middling precise credence. But just by learning that time has
passed, you haven’t lost any information. So you shouldn’t be any more uncertain.

Problem #2

Suppose an oracle has told you that a fair coin will land heads at t. At t
(now), the chance of heads is .5, but youhave “inadmissible” evidence—
that is, evidence that allows you to violate the Principal Principle.

Lower-then-upper dominance avoidance apparently require having c(H) = ., ig-
noring your oracular evidence. One might worry that this challenges the very idea
of using chance functions as vindication functions, rather than using characteristic
functions of worlds. (Or one might worry that this challenges the Chance Ground-
ing Thesis as a view about why or how credences should be imprecise.)
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4.2 Final proposal

Problems #1 and #2 suggest that chances change over time—unlike characteristic
functions of worlds.17 Our vindication functions, therefore, should instead be se-
quences of chances ch = ⟨cht , cht , . . .⟩, indexed to times. Moreover, we can-
not avoid the problem of changing chances merely by confining our assessments
of credal states’ accuracy to times. Problems #1 and #2 show that rational credences
are sometimes sensitive to chances at other times: the past in problem #1, the future
in problem #2.

I should be time-relativized: I(c,A, ch, t). We confine lower- andupper-dominance
avoidance to shared times:

C weakly lower-dominates D relative to ti iff at each ch ∈ E, I−
g (C, ch, ti) ≤

I−
g (D, ch, ti) and for some ch ∈ E, I−

g (C, ch, ti) < I−
g (D, ch, ti)

C weakly upper-dominates D relative to ti iff at each ch ∈ E, I+
g (C, ch, ti) ≤

I+
g (D, ch, ti) and for some ch ∈ E, I+

g (C, ch, ti) < I+
g (D, ch, ti)

These two rules determine a set of credal-state–time pairs: the credal states that
are lower-then-upper nondominated relative to particular times. (Note that the rel-
evant times are not the times when the credal states are held, but the times when the
chances obtain relative to which the credal states’ inaccuracy is assessed.)

We introduce a third (sub-)rule:

Cross-Temporal-Upper-Dominance Avoidance: it is irrational to adopt a credal
state that is weakly cross-temporally upper-dominated.

⟨C, ti⟩weakly crosstemporally upper-dominates ⟨D, tj⟩ iff at each ch ∈ E, I+
g (C, ch, ti) ≤

I+
g (D, ch, tj) and for some ch ∈ E, I+

g (C, ch, ti) < I+
g (D, ch, tj)

Ournew sequential rule—lower-then-upper-then-CT-upper dominance avoidance(!)—
in effect says: your credences should be regulated by the chances that you’re most
informed about. If your evidence is most informative about the chances at tn, then
your credence should be spread over the chance hypotheses that your evidence treats
as possible chances at tn.

This generates the intended result for problem #1: credence [, ], relative to t,
has a higher upper inaccuracy than credence .5 has relative to t at all ch ∈ E.

17 I aim to be as neutral as possible about the metaphysics of chances. If chances don’t change over time,
then neither of the problems in the previous section poses a challenge to lower-then-upper dominance
avoidance as a satisfactory decision rule for imprecise credences.
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We can represent chance (and credence) functions as ⟨ch(H), ch(T)⟩ sequences
and points of evaluation as ⟨cht , cht⟩ sequences.

cha = ⟨⟨., .⟩, ⟨, ⟩⟩ = the chance sequence where the coin lands heads
chb = ⟨⟨., .⟩, ⟨, ⟩⟩ = the chance sequence where the coin lands tails

Then it’s easy to see that, givenNontriviality, ⟨⟨., .⟩, t⟩dominates ⟨⟨[, ], [, ]⟩, t⟩:

cha chb

⟨⟨[, ], [, ]⟩, t⟩ not minimal not minimal

⟨⟨., .⟩, t⟩ minimal minimal

But our decision rule doesn’t help with problem #2: there, two different credal
states satisfy our decision rule. But intuitively, one is rationally required and the
other impermissible.

The evidence provided by the oracle entails that cht(H) = . But the fairness of
the coin entails that cht(H) = .. c = cht and c = cht are both minimally upper
inaccurate (relative to different times). Intuitively, c is rationally required.

So a final tweak is required: we shouldmodify cross-temporal upper-dominance
avoidance.

Cross-Temporal Upper Dominance Avoidance*: choose the credal state that is cross-
temporally upper-nondominated relative to the latest time.18

Our resulting lexicographic decision rule:

Lower-then-upper-then-CT*-upper-dominance avoidance. Apply lower-dominance
avoidance, then upper dominance avoidance, then Cross-Temporal Upper
Dominance Avoidance*.

What is the accuracy-based justification for choosing accuracy relative to later
chances? Here’s a suggestion: the direction of time is such that later chances have
higher alethic accuracy (or at least expected alethic accuracy) than earlier chances.
At the hypothetical end of time, the final chance function will be a characteristic
function of a world.

18 That is, latest of all the times relative to which any credence function is cross-temporally upper non-
dominated within the relevant space of evidentially possible chance sequences.
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5 Further challenges

Objection 1. Schoenfield (2015) proves, with minimal and plausible assumptions,
that however we characterize the inaccuracy of imprecise credences—numerical or
otherwise—for every imprecise credal stateC, there is a precise credence c such that,
at every possible world, the inaccuracy of c is not less than the inaccuracy of C. And
so, Schoenfield concludes, there can be no accuracy-based argument for rationally
required imprecise credences. Schoenfield’s argument does not depend on the claim
that the vindicators of credal states are alethic. So why does her proof not discredit
your argument for rationally required imprecise credences?

Reply 1. I think Schoenfield is entirely correct that we cannot justify a require-
ment for imprecise credences in terms of “the inaccuracy of ” a credal state. But I
resist the conclusion that no accuracy-based argument for imprecise credences can
be given. In place of the quantity that Schoenfield and others call “the inaccuracy
of ” an imprecise credal state—with its uniqueness presupposition intact—I suggest
that imprecise credences have multiple accuracy properties—in particular upper
and lower inaccuracy. And if we can adequately motivate decision rules that take
these accuracy properties into consideration and that sometimes require imprecise
credences, then this argument seems to me properly accuracy-based.

An analogy: suppose you’ve moved to a new city to work at a local university,
and you’re deciding where to rent an apartment. Suppose all that matters to you in
an apartment is distance from campus. But the campus is large and you don’t know
which buildings you’ll be teaching in over the years. You might care only about
an apartment’s distance from your office. Or you might care about the apartment’s
average distance from all the buildings on campus. Or you might care only about
the distance between an apartment and the nearest point to it on campus. (Maybe
there’s an underground tunnel system on the campus that will shield you from the
winter weather.) Or maybe you care about the distance between an apartment and
the farthest point on campus. (Maybe the risk of ever having a 45-minute commute
is a dealbreaker for you.)

Clearly, there are a number of distance properties that are relevant for charac-
terizing “the distance between” an apartment and the large university, and that are
potentially relevant for your choice. As with extended objects, so with extended
credences. The notion of gradational accuracy is most intuitive when it is charac-
terized as “distance” from the truth or from vindication. And so, I suggest, when
credal states are imprecise, a number of accuracy properties are potentially relevant
for epistemic utility theory.

Objection 2. Why treat credences as vindicated by chance? It’s (arguably) part
of the concept of belief that it aims for truth. The idea that credence aims for chance
doesn’t have any similar intuitive support.
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Rather, the claim that credences are vindicated by chance seems tantamount to
treating credences as full beliefs about propositions concerning chance—commitments
which are alethically vindicated when the right chances obtain.

Reply 2. This is a problem for my proposal only inasmuch as it’s a problem for
anything like the Chance Grounding Thesis. The Chance Grounding Thesis has the
same commitments.

Objection 3. Suppose you receive testimony from someone you believe to be
90% reliable that amystery coin landed heads. What credence should your credence
be that the coin landed heads? You can’t rule out worlds where the coin landed tails;
so according to the decision rules defended above, your lower credence in heads
should be zero. But then your credence is not more informative than before you
received the testimonial evidence, when the coin’s outcome is still a mystery. So
your credence fails to reflect the testimonial evidence you’ve received.

Reply 3. Same as reply 2.
Objection 4. The great thing about Joyce’s (1998; 2009) accuracy-based argu-

ment for probabilism: by contrast to (de Finetti, 1974), the only restrictions Joyce
placed on epistemic utility functions were (arguably) intuitively justified—as cap-
turing something about the concept of belief or any measure that could plausibly
be characterized as “distance from truth.” And the only decision rule he needs is
accuracy dominance avoidance.

Your proposal, by contrast, uses various notions the inaccuracy of imprecise cre-
dence. And your decision rule ismore complex. One canmakedifferent stipulations—
with equally plausible arguments—for inaccuracy measures and decision rules that
generate very different epistemic norms.

Reply 4. Yes! For example: suppose we accept certain of Joyce’s constraints
on inaccuracy measures for precise credences (Truth-Directedness, Extensionality,
Convexity.) Thenwhynot letI(C,A,w)be themeanofI−(C,A,w) andI+(C,A,w)?
Then every imprecise credence function will be dominated by a precise credence
function, e.g. the function determined by the midpoints of C. So all admissible cre-
dences are precise. And so we have an easy argument to the conclusion that, in fact,
imprecise credences are never rationally permissible, let alone mandatory.

For my part, I’m skeptical that any intuitive notion of numerical inaccuracy of
imprecise credences can be given. As for imprecise inaccuracy, I’m skeptical that
any intuitive decision rules can be given for rational epistemic choice among options
with imprecise epistemic utility. Stipulations are evidently inevitable.

If we stipulate that our vindication functions are chance functions, then at least
we can get bywith veryweak stipulations about precise inaccuracy (Chance-Directedness
and Nontriviality), imprecise inaccuracy (namely, that lower (upper) global inaccu-
racy of a credal state is determined by the lower (upper) global inaccuracy of pre-
cise credences within the credal state), and decision rules for imprecise inaccuracy
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(generalization of dominance: lower-then-upper dominance secures the Chance
Grounding Thesis; further decision rules refine it).

So, this objection is correct. But it’s only a problem for the present account to
the extent that it’s a problem for the very idea of rational imprecise credences.19
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